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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

2.2 Aim
The aim of this research is to deeply understand the process of buying
property for the first time in Scotland. Specifically, the education in
which is given to the people who are going through buying for the first
time and the problems that underlie this. 

This research report aims to identify the areas in which need the most
clarity and what can be done to aid property buyers in the process to
buy their first home. Investigating current strategies of education
methods, exploring real people’s opinions, and clarifying the need for
help and understanding. This research will create a wide and detailed
comprehension of the problems and gaps in the education currently
being provided to buyers while proposing a solution. 

Truly understanding the needs of the buyer will help to outline what is
required to solve these issues for the next generation. These findings will
then inspire a proposed design solution aiming to allow buyers to feel
equipped with the knowledge and confidence to buy their first property.

0 2

2.1 Reason
This report seeks to outline the property buying process for first time
buyers in Scotland. 

Buying a first property is the point in life where independence peaks and
responsibility grow, and the current process of educating this may be out-
of-date, confusing, and off putting. 

A process in which takes a lot of time financially to be ready for, the lack
of adequate education is causing a halt in the progression of young
people’s life development and goals. A journey in which thousands go
through year after year it is a regular life occurrence, yet many young
people are still in the dark as to what is required and expected.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //
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2.3 Conclusion

The research findings of this report identify the lack of clear information
currently provided to people seeking to buy property for the first time,
the lack of clarity can lead to these people suffering both financially
and mentally. 

Through data collection and further research findings, it was
established that an educational app or booklet was a potential solution
to address the lack of information cohesively provided to the target
audience. 

As an outcome of this, the ‘Homely’ educational app was proposed. A
simple yet effective solution giving the opportunity for a great sum of
information to be understood in an easy to navigate format. A cohesive
colour pallet and text font will create an uplifting app to put important
information into context while being easy to navigate. 

Unlike anything in the current market for Scottish first-time home buyers
the app proposes a current way to learn and share opinions.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //
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INTRODUCTION0 3
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A mortgage, translated in French to ‘dead pledge’ (Oxford Languages, 2023), is
a legal agreement allowing the borrowing of money from a bank or similar
organisation. A pledge in which spreads over a minimum period of 25 years, an
individual is subject to the agreement until the deal ‘dies’ from being paid off or
payments fail. The agreement is tied to any individual through all life
circumstances and more times than not the deal is spread over a longer period
than the initial 25 years. 

The biggest asset that most of the population will ever own, property buying
takes serious consideration. Many people have a slight idea of what buying a
property entails through relations or friends having done so, but the vast majority
have no idea as to what is involved and are hugely shocked when realising the
vast number of documentations, additional costs and organisation is required for
a property sale to be successful. 

With the property market changing day by day and the consideration of interest
rates, government grants and available help schemes it is essential to keep up to
date and educated on the property buying market.

The desire of wanting a space to call home can sometimes overshadow the harsh
reality of what is involved and required to be able to live rather than merely
survive while owning a home. 

Research undertaken by the Bank of Scotland found two fifth of 18- to 34-year-
olds in Scotland don’t know how a mortgage works. They also found that 73%
said the main challenge to getting onto the property ladder was affordability.
With availability for sustainable properties and saving for a deposit being the
other two top answers (Glover, 2021). This highlights the question of are these
young people being educated enough on the topics required when buying a
property? 

This project proposal strives to address the lack of clarified information available
to first time buyers and create an alternative source of education for the next
home buyers in Scotland. Aiming for first-time buyers to feel confident in their
knowledge of the subject when entering onto the property ladder.
.
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METHODOLOGY0 4

4.1 Research aim
The aim of this research is to identify to what extent, first-time buyers
in Scotland are being educated on home ownership. 

Aiming to gain knowledge on the topic as well as understand the need
for improvements, this research paper will outline what first time
buyers are required to know. It will consider how information is
currently being portrayed to the market of buyers and by
understanding limiting factors it will outline what the current downfalls
of the sector are. 

As the main aim of this report is to create a solution to further aid first
time buyers in Scotland, the research findings will be key to creating a
strong and worthwhile proposal to address the issues. 

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

4.2 Research Questions 

·      To outline the lack of knowledge young people have when
becoming a first-time homeowner.

·      To find out what the main problems are when buying a first home.

·      To highlight the consequences external factors such as covid-19
have had on home ownership.

·      To understand what is required to provide a rounded and
unbiased body of information to the Scottish buying market. 

·      To understand the most successful solution to providing education
of home buying to first time buyers in Scotland.
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4. 3 Research Objectives 
     Learn about the property market in Scotland and understand
the financial, legal, and strategic elements to this.

Find out personal experiences on the process from young people
going onto the property ladder.

Understand the financial and mental strains potentially created
while going through the process of buying a first property.

 Study different information options and analyse the effectiveness
of these to understand what can inspire the proposal.

Propose a design solution to aid first time buyers in Scotland.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

Primary Research

4.4 Interviews 
The qualitative research method of interviews gathered data from two
young people who are going through or have gone through the process
of buying a property in Scotland. 

Focusing on the experience and understanding their journey helped to
strengthen the design proposal. The interviews supplied opinions
relevant to the questions such as:
Do you feel education is priorities enough in the process of buying
property? Do you feel renting is the only choice between living at home
and buying a property when financially not ready for a deposit and
fees?

A third interview was carried out with an industry professional to gain
insights into the behind the scenes of the process as well as gaining an
understanding of buyers struggles and opinions of the buying process.

Interview participants:

1.Chloe Zaccarini (Hopeful to buy a property in 2023)
2.Katie Beattie     (Bought her first property in 2022)
3.Angela Wallace (Centre and Operations Manager at TSPC)
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Secondary Research

4.6 Case Studies
The qualitative method of a case study allowed for in-depth
understanding of the research topic in real-life context. 

An affective process to gain insights into the topic and to understand
further the opinions of others and professional agencies of first-time
property buying in Scotland.

4.7 User persons and Journey maps

The method of creating user personas and further providing user
journey maps allows for a deeper understanding of the targeted
audience. 

Taking examples of the individuals that the design is targeting and
specifying their needs, wants and problems. The personas created
trends in opinions which can be essential to driving a good proposal.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

4.5 Surveys 
The quantitative research method of a survey gathered a wide range
of perspectives from participants aged 18-27.

 The answers provided allowed for a heightened understand of the
data field. Provided statistical data, this method of research gathering
allowed for visual displays of the findings.

Survey participants were reached through social media channels such
as Instagram, Facebook, and WhatsApp as well as word of mouth.
Reaching out to young people aged between 18-27 the survey was
focused on the gen Z bracket of young people as this age bracket are
the next group of potential homeowners.  

Gathered 62 responses, the data obtained helped to enhance the
proposal by highlighting important opinions to be considered
throughout the design.
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4.8 Double Diamond Framework
Discover - Initial investigations through looking into brand investigations, brand
identity systems and considering new approaches to the everyday world.
Identifying the many possibilities which require a solution.

Define – Developing a understanding of the possibilities suggested in the
discovery phase. Identify a creative brief to address the chosen topic through
interviews, surveys, and research.

Develop – Creating the concepts and/or solution to the problem previously
identified. Using prototyping, testing and trials.

Deliver – Creating a result from the previous phases. Using the findings from the
research and development to produce a finalised project proposal or be
produced/launched. 

Using a research framework aided the process by providing easy to follow
pointers. The framework was broken down further into steps to aid the proposal
design process. 

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

4.9 Considerations 
A small-time frame can result in smaller respondent numbers to a survey and
interviews. Answers may be bias as the small reach of people who have
responded are all living in similar situations and area locations. A longer time
frame may allow for a wider range of backgrounds, ages, and range of answers.

Discovery Define Develop Deliver

Challenge Design Brief Outcome

Looking at the world in a 
fresh way, noticing new 
things to gather insights. 

Developing a clear creative
brief that frames the design 
challenge. Using the findings 
from the discover phase.

Where solutions or concepts
are created, prototyped, tested
and iterated. 

Projects results are finalised.
The product/service is produced 
and potentially launched.

Figure 1 
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PROPERTY OWNERSHIP0 5
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What is Property Ownership
A survey conducted by ‘better homes and garden real estate’ found four out of five
Gen z participants asked see home ownership as an ultimate life goal. With 90%
saying they would likely purchase a home online. 

Being so comfortable online and thriving off efficiency, speed, and easiness this huge
figure shows gen z are highly influenced by social media and technology to feel
comfortable enough to buy a property online. A purchase that in most cases will span
over the next 25 years minimum, buying a property is not as simple and efficient as
buying the new iPhone or the most recent trendy handbag. 

Angela Wallace (2023) believes that Millennials and Gen z have a mentality of “I want
that, and I want that yesterday”. So, it is vital while we live in the days of impulse and
desire that we educate and prepare the next generations of buyers to truly
comprehend the good, bad, and ugly of such a huge stepping stone purchase in life.

Average price of property 
by local authority for 
Scotland 2023

Figure 2 
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5.1 First time buyers

Defined by Revenue Scotland, A first-time buyer is a person who does not own nor has
previously owned a dwelling in Scotland, the rest of the UK or the rest of the world.

The number of first-time buyers in Scotland decreased by 14% between January and
August 2023, in comparison to the same period in 2022. The bank of Scotland review
found there was a decrease in sales throughout the nation with first time buyers
across England, Wales and Northern Ireland falling by 22% in one year. 

Graham Blair, Mortgages Director at Bank of Scotland, said: “There was a real spike in
demand for Scottish homes in 2021 which means it’s unsurprising that the number of
properties bought by first-time buyers fell back in 2022. With the effects of covid-19
and external factors alongside this resulting in lower housing prices, it was only
logistical that there would be a spike in first time buyer sales throughout this
unprecedented time of 2020/21.”

Although the statistics for year 2023 may seems like the market is slowing down.
Prices of property is returning to a more ‘normal’ level of buying and selling. (Figure 2)
The decrease in sales seems to have come from the increase in borrowing rates, cost
of living crisis and higher daily running costs. Therefor these facts highlighted in Faith
Archers (2023) ‘Is now a good time to buy a house?’ article, may be creating a
deceiving price for a first-time buyer. 

Mortgage director of the bank of Scotland, Graham Blair stated that getting onto the
property ladder for first time buyers is “still a significant challenge, although Scotland
does have some of the most affordable places to buy in the UK.” The recent world
events have caused a decrease in housing prices for the moment, and although
Scotland is one of the most affordable places to buy in the UK it is important to
understand the financial impacts to run a house and not only the house price itself. As
these recent events have caused a switch from high house prices to high running costs
and bills it can create a deceiving final price for somewhat naive first-time buyers.

Gaining a deeper insight into the external factors causing things such as the cost-of-
living crisis have also heightened the argument to educate young people further.
Allowing for planning ahead and organisation when it comes to buying a property in
the future and realising that information can fluctuate and data changes all the time
is greatly important. A basic understanding of the current housing market is a
structural element to being prepared for getting onto the property ladder in the future
for these young people and it is essential this data can be accessed easily.
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5.2 History of Buying in Scotland

Having ownership of property is still a relatively new opportunity for Scottish
individuals. Studysmarter.co.uk (2022) stated that the opportunity to buy a
property only became available to working class people towards the end of the
1980s in Scotland.

The introduction of the housing Act (1989 in Scotland) was the start of home
ownership for the Scottish working-class. Most families of the 1980s lived in rented
council housing and the introduction of the housing act allowed for the
opportunity to buy these properties from the council at a reduced rate. Margaret
Thatcher, the primes minister of the UK between 1979 and 1990 introduced the act
with success.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

Thatcher’s plan for the act was to decrease the role of the government in people’s
lives, she pitched that privatisation would minimise maintenance costs long-term
benefitting the tenants. However, the post-war government’s introduction of the
act left the construction of new council houses at a stall and by privatising home
ownership and rent systems these both contributed to the current housing crisis
facing Britain today. 

By making council houses sparce the rent prices boomed and by 1991 renting prices
had increased by 55% since before the act was passed. Over 20 years since, and
the consequences of the introduction of this act are still being seen on the current
housing market. Although the opportunity for working class people to buy a home
was a huge milestone in history, the act came with some negative repercussions
and the young people buying property today are struggling with affordability and
lack of both social and private properties.

Figure 3 Figure 4 

Margaret Thatcher, as leader of the opposition in 1978, handing the deeds
of a council house over to its new owners in Balham, south London. 

Mrs Thatcher is seen chatting to former council house tenants in
Balham, after they had bought their home from Greater London Council.
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5.3 Desire to buy

There have been noticeable changes to public opinion of buying property since the
late 1980s. Better homes and gardens real estate (2014) found Millennials and Gen
z are feeling heightened pressure to own property by a certain age. Although the
ambition to own property at any stage in life has not been affected with ‘97% of
Generation Z teens believing they will one day own their own home’. 

The up-and-coming home buyers seem optimistic in being able to buy a property
one day which is important as the desire to have such an asset takes time and
drive and this generation have both on their side.
. 
A survey Conducted in October 2023 for this research paper found that 67% of
Gen z young people said they were between 8 and 10 on an interest scale for
buying a property. (see appendix 2) These responses show that Gen z opinions
from both 2014 and nearly 10 years later in late 2023 are parallel. Although the
interest in home ownership seems to be stronger from current surveys, the
influence of social media and the fact that the oldest end of gen z are currently
27 years old will play a role towards the need for free space and the heightened
desire for property ownership. 

The passion for property ownership is obvious within young people, however it is
the lack of education and finances that are leading to many young people halting
their progression up the property ladder. 

As Scottish friendly and the centre for economics and business research (2022)
found ‘the average UK households’ weekly savings are expected to fall by an
average of 128% this year as take-home pay fails to keep pace with rising
inflation’. 

This indicates that the current financial situation facing Britain is causing huge
repercussions onto the young people only starting their property journey. There is a
need to make sure young people are making the best possible choices to help
themselves both financially and mentally.  

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //
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5.4 The Importance of understanding 

An interview carried out with TSPC manager Angela Wallace found that generation Z buyers
are not fully understanding the process of buying a property. First time buyers have never been
through the process of buying before and because of this it is vital that they know all the facts
and information before diving into the deep of it. (see appendix 5)

A 2018 survey carried out by Property rescue (a UK based housing organisation) found that
over 50% of first-time buyers asked, said they had become ill at some stage through stress,
increasing 17% from the year previous. Considering these figures, it is astonishing the amount
of young people suffering health issues because of property buying. A solution is required to
aid this group of people going through this experience to not feel as stressed and become
unwell over a somewhat materialistic purchase. 

The isolation and lack of human interaction as a result from covid-19 will without a doubt have
caused mental strains to become more of a problem for the people going through the property
buying process. With the aftermath of the pandemic leaving a lot of human interactions still
not back to what we would say is ‘normal’ the frequently used methods of contactless
meetings through zoom calls, pre-recorded videos can cause a buyer to no doubt feel isolated
and provoke stress.

Understanding exactly what is going on in the process and what certain terminology and
phrases may means is a huge aspect to ensuring the buyer fully understand the process in
which they are going through. Allowing buyers to gain answers to their questions and feel
validated is also a huge part to creating a successful platform.

Research findings from the bank of Scotland found that roughly 30% of over 2,000 Scots aged
18- to 34-year-olds asked said that a lack of knowledge is one of the top three barriers
stopping them from owning a home. That equates to roughly 600 people not feeling
comfortable enough with their knowledge of the buying process and the property market to
start their journey to be a homeowner. Although not the majority it still raises a concern at the
amount of people feeling the lack of knowledge is such a big factor that is stopping them from
owning a property. 

The target generation this proposal is looking to address consists of a lot of people who learn
through online resources compared to the somewhat old-fashioned approach of physical
books and face to face conversations. It is important to consider that the methods of learning
and the ways in which people understand information have changed since the late 1980 when
everyday people started to be able to buy property.
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The most important thing is having up to the minute, bona fide
information from a reliable source. whether you're a first-time
buyer, or a first-time seller, or a last time mover, that's what
you need. – Angela Wallace (2023)
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Launched in December 2015, the help to buy ISA scheme was set out to aid UK first
time buyers by offering a 25% boost to their savings, provided by the government
with no need for the participants to pay the boosted finance back. Applying to
houses marketed at £250,000 or less, a maximum of £200 can be saved into this
account each month and the maximum bonus is £3,000. Available through banks,
building societies and credit unions the scheme ran successfully for 4 years until
November 2019 (see figure 5). 

Although the Scheme is now closed anyone who is an account holder can still greatly
benefit. Help to buy ISA accounts can be contributed to until 30th November 2029
and the bonus can be claimed up until 1st December 2030. The scheme can be used
as an individual or a partnership and each person can benefit from the 25% bonus.
An amazing opportunity to gain up to £3,000 per person towards a property is a huge
help when times are hard for first time buyers.

JAN 2024PROJECT PROPOSAL //

Deposit 
up to 
£1,200

Open
account

Save up
to £200 a

month

Receive 
bonus

0 6  HELP TO BUY ISA
SCHEME

Figure 5
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A scheme that has helped so many people can only be a good thing, as well as the
help to buy ISA there is also the lifetime isa which is the current replacement for this
previous offer. A great helping hand in the start of the journey for first time buyers it
is incredibly important that first time buyers are aware of these help schemes well in
advance of starting to look for a property as the more money saved in advance the
biggest pay out can be granted from the government towards the property sale.

Since the launch of the scheme there has been over 410,000 successful property
completions supported (2021)(see figure 6). This is a massive contribution from the
government towards first time buyers in the UK, and a scheme providing such great
financial help to young people is hard to come by with current UK financial problems. 

Up to March 2021 there was 538,840 bonuses paid out supporting the 410,000
property completions. This totalling a huge £578.37 million contributed from the
government towards first time buyers across the whole of the UK. A huge sum of
money being directly focused into the first-time buyer’s market and such a helpful
opportunity that first time buyers have benefitted from massively.

Figure 6 Number of bonuses, property completions and mean property value from 1 December 2015 to 30 June 2023, by
country/region.
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Michael Lloyd (2018) highlights the need for social renting homes and affordable
tenures. In 2016 the Scottish National Party Government proposed a total of 50,000
new built houses by the end of the parliamentary term (2021). Alongside this, the
annual completion rate of construction was 12% lower in 2017 than previous years
falling from roughly 2,800 to 2,400. This decrease in construction sets a slow tone to
the ambition target of 50,000 houses in a five-year term. 

The Scottish government responded to the decrease in construction during the year
2017 by stating that “what counts is social housing, and these were up by 32% – from
4,714 to 6,234.” Although the increase in social housing is a positive for the sector,
the construction of affordable housing was slow moving in comparison.  

This meaning first time buyers throughout Scotland were battling against not only
other first-time buyers but buyers looking to sell as well. Creating a heightened need
for available properties to accommodate the overgrowing market of buyers. This
highlights a barrier to the government’s target as the government itself, building
societies and contractors all work hand in hand to create the proposed housing
figures and a halt in one sector can cause huge repercussions to the progression of
the proposal.

The Government has set an ambitious target
to deliver 50,000 affordable homes by 2021.  
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 Michael Lloyd (2018)

Critics claim it is impossible to meet, but Michael Lloyd finds social landlords are confident.

0 7 IS SCOTLAND BUILDING
ENOUGH HOMES?
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Every 18 minutes a household becomes
homeless in Scotland.

Shelter (2023)
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All-sector new house builing completions 

All-sector new house builing starts 

The current house builds completion figures paint a much more positive picture of the
sector. As the quarterly statistics on housebuilding and affordable housing supply
stated that “There were 23,346 all-sector new build homes completed in Scotland in
the year to end June 2023” (see figure 7). This is an “increase of 7%” on the previous
year which means an additional 1,481 homes to the total for the year. 

Creating a deceiving portrait of the current housing market reality the 1,000 homes
will be spread thinly over those in need. The positive looking house completion figures
overshadow the real housing crisis Scotland are tackling. While the property building
sector figures are increasing it is sadly not good enough to supply the Scottish public
with sufficient accommodation numbers.  

Every week over 600 households lose their home. Regardless of wealth,
occupation, or lifestyle, ‘A home is a human right’ shelter (2023) and everyone
deserves to live in a safe and secure home. 

Figure 7 

Number of All sector new build starts vs completions 2008 - 2023.Showing a sharp decrease in new build starts through 2022/23.
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Considering that over the space of only 7 days an average of 600 households
loses their home is a gut-wrenching figure. Although this is a situation that
Scotland has been suffering with since the 1980s alongside the rest of the UK. The
real crisis is the rapid increase of households being classed as homeless between
the year 2021/22 and 2023 (see figure 8). 

The figures are already heart-breaking, but when compared to the number of
houses being built annually the crisis really does sink in. Although there were over
23,000 new homes built in the year up until June 2023, there was roughly 32,000
households made homeless. 

So although the figures suggests that the lack of housing is being dealt with and
the projection of increasing numbers may look like a good sign. Scotland is in the
middle of a huge homeless emergency and the general population of the country
are oblivious to the underlying crisis.

It is clear, that Scotland is not building enough homes, and although the
completion figures are increasing from 2017 to 2023 the oversaturated market
makes an outstanding impact to the process for someone who may be wanting to
buy their own property. 

The shocking figures above highlight the urgent need for education on housing,
ownership, and the consequences that may occur. Although this proposal is solely
addressing the lack of information provided to first time buyers, it is essential to
acknowledge that there is a huge problem of homelessness throughout Scotland
which also is screaming out to be addressed. 
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All households 

Number of children

Households with children

10,933 10,989
11,807

13,753
14,214

15,039

+6%

+9%

+9%

6,615 6,795 7,355 7,575

8,805
9,595

3,350 3,415 3,620 3,910 4,345 4,735

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Figure 8 

Number of households, households with children and the
number of children in temporary accommodation as at 31
March 2023: 2018 to 2023.
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New build housing developments build and market newly build homes to all
potential buyers. Providing great deals such as Deposits Paid, which simply
means the Housing firm will pay a percentage of the house price as your
deposit for you (making it easier to get onto the ladder) or Cash contributions
which is when the firm will provide you with cash back from your sale when you
move into your property. These are just examples of the type of help these
building firms provide to entice buyers to their developments. Property Notify
analysed a 2022 market review looking at ‘why homebuyers are flocking to
new-build homes’. 

 The analysis found that “New builds are free of the chain because there is no
existing owner and you’re buying directly from the builder. This is a big reason
for their growing popularity, especially among first time buyers.” This allowing
for minimum maintenance and delays and further results in reduced
expenditure. However, although there are many perceived positives to buying a
new build house it can be deceiving as some building developments are not
always selling houses with the buyers interests at the forefront. 

While conducting an interview with Amanda Wallace Manager of the TSPC
group (see appendix 5) the topic of new build home developments was
discussed She mentioned the “now purchase” mindset that she sees reoccurring
within the current generation of home buyers and the influence of social media
platforms. ‘The introduction of Tik Tok especially has influenced people to want
a big glamorous perfect first home and that is essentially what the new build
sector is providing’. First time buyers need to be very wary of falling for the
‘perfect’ home with free deposits and all the added extras and subsequently
signing themselves into mortgages and payment schemes they may not be able
to afford long term.
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7.1 New build housing schemes

Figure 9 Barratt Homes | New Build Housing in Huntingtower | Almondbank, Perth and Kinross PH1. A collection of quality
and energy efficient 3 and 4 bedroom homes in the city centre of Perth.PAGE 23



Social Media is advertising the perfect, glamorous, build for you homes with brand
new everything but that essentially comes at a price. The almost too good to be true
deals and help schemes that the new build sector regularly provide (especially for
first time buyers) paints a rosy picture of the reality of home ownership. Help
provided by these housing development schemes can be greatly helpful at the time
of buying but when the owners surpass the timeframe in which these deals apply the
bills and costs will quickly add up.

Angela Wallace stated in her interview that first time buyers need to be careful and
not “be fooled by these deals at the end of the day. You’ve still got that mortgage to
pay in a year’s time when all the deals are done.” 
 

People definitely want more than
they've ever wanted before.
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Angela Wallace 2023

First time buyers need to be totally aware of the costs and bills involved on top of
the buying fees when considering buying a property. The availability for a home built
just for you may sound like a perfect ending, but it may not be what is the best
opinion for you, so it is very important to understand the differences between buying
from a new build housing developments and buying a previously owned property.

Every buying situation is different, and it is very important to understand each person
will require different outcomes so providing the information on all possibilities of
property buying is essential to creating a inclusive, genuinely helpful proposal. 
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The market in which this proposal is aiming towards lives in the
digital world. A generation communicating and learning through
social media platforms, online resources and rarely physical books
and interactions.

Angela Wallace, TSPC expert centre and operations manager
mentioned during her interview that when buying a property and
especially for first time buyers it is “really important to understand
the market and when going online you’ll get a lot of English
information that is not relevant” (see appendix 5) She emphasised
the importance of a clear and easily understood body of
changeable information to keep buyers in the Scottish market up to
date on day by day changes of information.

 Angela suggested some form of digital walk through to engage the
audience and state the pros and cons of property buying in simple
terms. As “people don’t read booklet anymore” she stated. This
emphasises the need for an up-to-date method of communicating
information with the audience who need it the most as a physical
booklet is what is commonly provided to new buyers, and it is not
relevant anymore. 

An interview with Katie Beattie, who purchased a property in 2022
highlighted the opinion for a digital resource once again, she stated
“The best way I can personally think of to educate people would be
having an online one stop shop on what needs to be done and what
information is needed”. (see appendix 4) She went on to add she
felt you “had to spend a significant amount of time and effort
digging into the current online resources to fully understand and
collate all the relevant Scottish information.” 

A digital app would allow for a single location of verified
information and advice of the property buying process. From the
start of saving money for a deposit to finalising the sale and picking
up the keys. A resource providing a body of relevant and easy to
understand information. Which can also be updated frequently
would provide a solution in a single location for any related queries
as well as providing an opportunity for a communal interaction with
other in the same situation as yourself. This resource is proposed as
a downloadable app to be accessed through mobile phones called
Homely.
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REASON FOR APP0 8
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To be certain that the design proposal would be successful the app needs
to be easy to understand and navigate. ‘The app should have a colour
scheme to make users experiences familiar and memorable’ (UXPin, 2023).
While the colour pallet should be composed of no more than 5 colours as to
not be a distracting from the information. The correct typography is
essential to a successful app experience (Promatics Technologies, 2020)
and the number of fonts throughout the app should be no more than 2 as
this is a crucial contributor to stellar engagement rates and user experience
in apps. Both keeping fonts to a minimum and colour scheme to under 5
colours will allow for a cohesive and easily navigated app.
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0 9 HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
DESIGN AN APP

Figure 11 Figure 10 Figure 12 

Figure 13 Figure 14 

A walkthrough of the Headspace app (a well designed platform) including the loading pages, home page and
search/explore page.
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The information collated through the research findings of this report have been
analysed into categories that will influence the proposal of the Homely app. 

The App aims to educate first time buyers in Scotland with the proposal striving to
aid the understanding of a very confusing process in which most people will go
through at some point in their lives. Keeping the key market in mind and
considering the generational shifts, the app aspires to address the current home
buying market in a simplistic format.

Considering the contents available within the app is essential to the success of
the proposal. Below are some important topics and suggestions of information
that buyers should know, which would be included within the finalised app.

10.1 Who to trust 
·      New build housing schemes can be deceiving. 
·      Organisation that are governed by the law society of Scotland are
trustworthy.
·      Housing portals such as TSPC (example for Tayside) have many member
firms and don’t sell the properties themselves, allowing for unbiased information
and guidance.
·      Friends and family may have been through the property buying process
before however, procedures, requirements and money values have changed so
speaking to a professional who knows the current market is essential.

10.2 What you need to know 
·      Understanding what a mortgage is, what equity means or what is involved in
a property deposit is essential to understand before starting your journey.
·      Understanding that the property market is different across Scottish regions is
important to note, it can change with the economic status and external factors
such as the cost-of-living crisis and the pandemic is important.
·      Understanding what a mortgage is, what equity means or what is involved in
a property deposit is essential to understand before starting your journey.
·      Understanding that the property market is different across Scottish regions is
important to note, it can change with the economic status and external factors
such as the cost-of-living crisis and the pandemic is important.
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 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS1 0
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10.5 Sustainability 
·      Understanding that buying a property is a lifelong decision not a spur of the
moment thing is important.
·      Truly understanding the long-term implications of buying something worth
tens of thousands of pounds is extremely important. 
·      Understanding that sometimes starting small and working to bigger is more
sustainable.

10.6 Help/available schemes 
·      The government have offered a freeze on stamp duty, the help to buy isa
scheme and many other great schemes in the past to first time buyers to help
them get onto the property ladder. So, it is important to keep up to date on this
information in case it could benefit you.
·      Talking to mortgage advisors, solicitors or a property centre can all be free
resources and a lot of organisations offer free drop-in services or are more than
happy to have free conversations over email so take advantage of that.

10.7 Advice/ experiences
·      Allowing people to feel at ease reading other people experiences and
stories of buying their first property. 
·      Simple tips and tricks to share with one another allowing a community to
build. Also providing a growth in moral or level headedness going into a process. 
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10.4 Finances
·      A good credit score is important to be successful for a mortgage.
·      Previously paying rent can also be sufficient evidence to be approved for a
mortgage.
·      From initially viewing a property to being the owner entails a lot of hidden
costs, from solicitor fees to mortgage advisors there are a lot of fees before
buying a property which you will need to consider before starting the journey.
·      Realising that when buying a house, you are not only paying a mortgage there
are many other required bills to pay including, council tax, electricity bills, water
bills etc.

10.3 Legalities 
·      It is important to know it is highly encouraged to have life insurance when
owning a property as a mortgage is the biggest debt many people will have and
in the event of an unexpected death the last thing you would want is your family
left with the debt of a mortgage.
·      It is a legal requirement to have building insurance when purchasing a
property. This covers cost of damage including structure, roof, walls, and
windows.
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PROJECT PROPOSAL

Homely  

1 1
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An educational capsule to aid
Scottish first time property buyers. Figure 15 
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The logo design
chosen to be used
within the project

proposal.

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

11.1 Logo
A survey was carried out to gain opinions on a selection of five different logo
designs. The designs all incorporate the chosen colour scheme in a different
hierarchy. The question was sent out to the target audience with 20 respondents.
Option one was the chosen design with 47% of participants choosing it.
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As just under 50% of respondents chose design one
it was taken forward and consistently used within
the final design proposal.

Figure 16 

Figure 17 

Figure 18
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11.3 Mock up 

The app opens to see the home page which then splits off into topics such as legalities,
financials, personal opinions, professional advice, and live market updates. The app
includes all the essential information as well as what if scenarios and embedded links
to external property sales agencies for specific house information and the availability
for booking viewings etc. 

The app is designed with a colour scheme consisting of a pallet of 5 colours (detailed
in section 11.5) introduced to provide a cohesive and curated body of information. The
app was deigned to be educational as well as providing designated areas from real
opinions and human interactions through chat areas and opinion boxes.

11.2 Introduction
This project proposal is a downloadable app for apple and android users named Homely. It is a
simple yet detailed informative capsule of figures, facts, professional opinions, and guidance
from other buyers to aid you in the Scotland property buying market. 

An all you need to know app which encapsulates the joy and excitement of home ownership
alongside the reality and considerations that come alongside this wrapped into one. Homely
aims to be encouraging as well as realistic by providing tips and tricks from industry experts,
things you may not think of as well as the what ifs… The app strives to make the process feel
as familiar and exciting as possible to take the stress out of home buying. 
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BUYING A 
PROPERTY?
A 24/7 information capsule designed to
help all first time buyers.

DOWNLOAD NOW!

Homely  

Figure 19 
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11.5 Colour pallet
Taking inspiration from headspace an app that prioritised mental health, good
sleep, and meditation. The main colours being orange blue and cream. (Figure
21) The orange denotes enthusiasm and encouragement while the other colours
radiate tranquillity and balance. The colour pallet used helps to inspire the
desired user experience for Homely. 

The chosen colour scheme and the emotions these colours provide are perfect
for the Homely app (see figure 20). As the users want to feel encouraged as well
as balances and calm through the buying process using an already successful
app colour pallet as inspiration was highly important as the design wants to be
unique but also perform to the best abilities. 

  

11.4 Home Page 
The app home page reflects the brand identity, through colour pallet, visual
consistency, and graphics. The page is designed to be easy to navigate and
provide simple access to all information within the platform. 

The home page should encourage the user to feel familiar and enthusiastic to
learn while refreshing information they might already know. The centre of the
user experience and the first impression to the user, the home page strives to be
simple yet effective. 
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The app Headspace’s colour
scheme which has been used as
inspiration for the Homely apps
colour pallet. 

 Bright orange and deep orange are used as the main two colours within the
design and using deep teal and grey as secondary colours allows for a
contrast throughout the proposal creating depth and consistency.

Figure 20 Figure 21 
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11.6 Example pages
For this proposal some examples of the pages that will be included within the
app have been proposed (Figures 23 - 29). The app will include numerous pages
for each topic. 

As this is a proposal there are seven example pages to highlight the variety of
information included as well as the option to ask questions or state opinions.
These pages are only a glimpse into the apps contents and do not cover all
topics.

Download Our
 New App

HOMELY

Available to download now!
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Figure 22 
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For this proposal to be integrated into society there are further considerations
that need to be addressed. Including the consideration of finances, distribution
opportunities (e.g. social media advertisement) and the ease of updates (e.g.
houses being added to the market each day). 
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS1 2

These considerations would be
vital to providing the apps
success. A mock up
advertisement has been
designed to give a taste of
what the app may look like
when being advertised to the
public (see figure 30).

Understanding the need for
further design testing and user
feedback it also important to
be able to successfully launch
the app and engage the
correct audience of user. 

Figure 30 
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This study had a goal to initially understand the significance of home buying
within Scotland. Followed by the consideration of the existing resources
available to people when researching into buying. The aim was also to gain a
stronger appreciation for the detailed and lengthy process of buying property
and the significant life decision it is. Although not to be mistaken as a
challenging and unjoyful thing it is very important to stress the need for a level-
headed understanding of such a process when entering the journey.  

Throughout research it has been clear that having a broad knowledge of
property buying is vital to making the best decision for yourself as an individual.
The impact of introducing the correct support systems is critical to the success
of the education of the next generation of buyers and although the internet is
the teacher of the current generation it is clear from research undertaken
throughout this report that the best teachers of this information are the experts. 

The current access to professional advice is available. However, there are
currently no solely Scottish alternatives to the endless online website links and
out of date booklets many professions may provide. The Scottish property buying
market needs a solution to the many people struggling with knowledge and
confidence when entering onto the property ladder. This issue needs to be
resolved through an easily navigated and simply accessed platform that
encourages and excites first time buyers.

Therefor to provide an informative location aimed to engage the generation of
internet users the homely app was proposed. The app is aimed at first time
buyers and people in Scotland interest or already in the process of property
buying. This proposal provides the evidence of a need and the solution to a
decade long struggle of house buying. The proposal has been validated following
interviews with young people in the process as well as professionals in the field
as a much-needed solution to an ongoing problem. 

1 3

CONCLUSION 
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13.1 Validations 
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This is great, comprehensive and captures
the details we discussed in our conversation.
The Homely app is a great idea.

Validations were carried out with
interview candidates Katie, Angela,
and Chloe. Each vocalised their
opinions on the proposed design
solution being critical and honest.
This feedback is vital to
understanding if the proposal is
successful in addressing the research
aims and requirements. 

A selection of the validation
comments can be seen below. (see
appendix 9-11)

Angela Wallace

App looks great, would be good to have an
input from solicitor/estate angent etc to
answer any specific questions that cannot
be generally answered. Katie Beattie

I would probably introduce an element of
AI to it so that it stays current and future
proofed. Angela Wallace

A great addition would be some sort of folder
where you can upload files or documents that
are necessary for the buying process, for
example; bank statements. Chloe Zaccarini
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From the validation feedback obtained it was clear the design is a successful
proposal. However, there are elements in which require more detailed
information or to be included within the solution. 

The inclusion of some recommendations has strengthened the proposed design.
Hyperlinks have been added to the example pages to provide easy pathways to
more specific and detailed information (if required) following each page. 

Considering the inclusion of all constructive feedback from the validation the
proposal would also include details that have not been covered within the
example pages such as...

In-depth mortgage information as well as solicitor and estate agent advise
(examples) creating a solution for each specific scenarios. 
A budgeting calculator where individuals can plan and view their progress in
saving (could be joint with a buying partner)
An AI element to ensure a future proof proposal. (the ability to track interest
rates as well as be able to see the predicted future patterns therefor
enhancing the process for the buyer.)
Buying schemes in Scotland details (specific to first time buyers).

Although there is a large range of data covered throughout the proposal, there is
still a substantial quantity of absent information and topics which would be
included within the finalised app. The examples chosen show a small range of
information included and portray the style of delivery the app aims to achieve.

13.2 Recommendations
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APPENDICES1 6
Project Plan

Overview

The Primary Objective

Project Name: Homely Target Date: 10/01/2024

Objective Success Metrics

to create a platform that aids

Scottish first time property

buyer through the process.

Project validations

insight into design solution (App)

Industry insights professional and first time buyer

Month 1 - August Month 2 - September Month 3 - November Month 4 - December Month 5 - January

Phase 3

design 
solution and 
outcome

Phase 1

Research and 
planning

Phase 2

Development 
and data 

Create a plan

Primary Research 

Secondary
Research

What are the main issues needing solved?

Develop and compare researching findings

consider solution options and decide a route.

Translate research

findings into a design

solution

Develop design solution to incorporate researching findings 

finalise design

solution

finalise report

contents

Compose

research report
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Interview 2
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Interview 3
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Logo design opinions
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User Personas
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User journey Maps
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